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hubergroup Print Solutions showcases its sustainable portfolio for 
folding cartons at Printpack India 2022 
hubergroup Print Solutions, one of the leading international printing ink specialists, 
announced its participation at Printpack India 2022, which takes place from May 26 to 30 at 
India Expo Centre & Mart in Greater Noida, India. At its stand, hubergroup will present its 
MGA (low migration and low odour) inks, which guarantee safe and sustainable food 
packaging. In addition, the ink specialist will inform on its eco-friendly non-food packaging 
inks such as PACKAGING PLUS and ECO-PERFECT-DRY. As a highlight, hubergroup will 
showcase the relaunched series RAPIDA ECO, which is now designed mineral oil-free. 

Suresh Kalra, Managing Director India & President Asia at hubergroup, says: “We are very 
pleased that Printpack India can finally take place and that we can use this opportunity to 
personally exchange ideas with our customers and business partners. We look forward to this 
event and invite everyone to visit our stand. You can be sure that we have the right, colourful 
ink for your application!” 

When it comes to non-food packaging, hubergroup will present various inks which combine 
fast and sustainable printing. One of those is the relaunched sheet-fed ink series RAPIDA 
ECO. This successor to the RAPIDA series is now formulated mineral oil-free and, thus, one 
of the fastest vegetable-based inks for sheet-fed printing available on the market. 

hubergroup’s MGA portfolio ranges from the fast setting offset ink MGA NATURA, which is 
designed for the safe printing on the non-food contact side of food packaging, to the recently 
launched ink series MGA CONTACT, which allows safe and vivid printing on the inside of 
paper and cardboard food packaging.  

The expert SK Srivastava, General Manager Technical at hubergroup India, will further explore 
the topic of “safe and sustainable food packaging inks” in a presentation on May 26, 5:00 – 
5:30 pm. 

The hubergroup team at Printpack India will be happy to advise visitors on which series best 
suits their requirements. You will find hubergroup at Printpack India at Hall 9B, Stand F33, from 
10 am to 6 pm during the five days of the exhibition. 

 

About hubergroup 

hubergroup is a family business based in southern Germany with a 255 year history. The Print Solutions 
division produces and sells printing inks and printing aids for packaging printing and commercial printing. 
The security inks segment for international banknote and identity document producers is covered by the 
subsidiary Gleitsmann Security-Inks. The Chemicals Division markets raw materials such as pigments, 
resins and additives produced in India.  



 

The company has always been focused on customer success. That is why hubergroup works on 
innovative solutions, technologies and services every day in order to optimise the value creation in the 
printing and chemistry industry and to allow their customers to achieve first-class results. In 2021, 
hubergroup generated an annual turnover of about €704 million and currently employs approximately 
3,500 employees worldwide in nearly 30 countries. 

 

Follow us 

Website: http://www.hubergroup.com 
Corporate blog: https://blog.hubergroup.com/ 
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/hubergroup/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/hubergroup 
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